
It was the summer of 88-89. The famous beer heist I will only use my name but many were involved..... I 

have paid my debts to society for this crime.....I can remember it clearly. After being high the night 

earlier  we decided it was time for a mission...we were off, and  we headed up town  looking for  

anything that could put a few dollars in our pockets,  what happened next was unexpected ... We eyed a 

local beer distributer , looking for anything we could get our hands on, we climbed a fence where we 

were confronted by a dog , I might add the dog was more concerned with being  played with , with that 

we went got to  business looking for cash ,tools or anything we could get our hands on ,we came across 

some keys “what the fuck we thought why not” ? We started trying the keys to some of the trucks 

Bingo! The truck started. We looked in the truck, holy fuck it was loaded, now all we had to do was get 

the front gate open to get the truck off the property with our cargo...After trying several sets of keys no 

luck.So we did what any normal person would have done, we drove the truck right through the gate! No 

sweat, piece of cake. Driving the truck down White Plains road I still remember drinking Shaffer high life 

beers with another MPC crew member who was driving the truck. We proceeded to a house near the 

Morris park train station which happens to be where this crew member lived. After getting in touch with 

a few other crew members  there was about 12 of us now unloading the truck ,I thought at the time all 

hands on deck ...after the truck was un loaded on the side walk  the driver stashed the truck. We almost 

had it all put away in the back garage when the cops showed up. We acted real cool like it belonged to 

us , I approached the cop car and said hey guys , they asked what was going on? , I stated  we were 

getting ready for a party in a few weeks , they asked if had a receipt ?at this time we knew the gig was 

up someone called the cops , I said sure let me get it , I started for the garage the  cops got out of the 

car. Next thing we all started jumping over fences and started booking. After all was said and done  a 

few of us got caught at the scene , one cop happened to remember me from a possession of a fire arm 

charge the month before. So after several trips of the cops coming  to my house and numerous phone 

calls, I turned myself in .I remember in court the total inventory was something 434 cases of beer , 12 

kegs , and a bunch of other items , all the court officers ,young lawyers and DA were laughing as if it was 

kind of cool . Talk about beer run that night .Unfortunately we never did get to enjoy the contents of 

that truck, I wound up copping out to a lesser charge of possession of stolen goods. Looking back, it was 

just another day in the life of being part of MPC. We did what no one would dare try ... No limits ....no 

boundaries ...CABAN MPC! 

 

  


